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A Complete Operating System for Digital Video Cameras

MiDASOS



Today’s high-speed stop-action applications require 
a combination of fast high-resolution cameras and 
powerful control software that exposes the features 
you need. You have chosen your camera to provide the 
speed and resolution, now unleash the power of that 
camera with the best control software on the market 
- MiDAS OS.  Add triggering capability, simplify your 
workflow, manage your data better, synchronize your 
cameras with external events, process and save your 
images faster.  Over 2000 copies of MiDAS have been 
sold since the first MiDAS 1.0 was introduced in 1999.  
New MiDAS OS incorporates many new features not 
found in other control software packages or in previous 
versions of MiDAS. 

If you use MiDAS Express, FIMS or another basic control 
software package, you will enjoy the easy to use powerful 
features MiDAS OS provides.

Single Integrated Software Package
MiDAS OS is a comprehensive package that enables you 
to record, synchronize, play, measure and save videos. One 
application does it all.  No need for separate recording and 
playback packages.

Instant Access to Video
With MiDAS OS, you gain instant access to video in camera 
memory.  No need to save images before reviewing them. 
Just trigger the camera and MiDAS OS will show you the 
acquired video.

Organize your images easily
High-speed video cameras 
record gigabytes of video 
each time a trigger is 
received.  The MiDAS OS 
interface lets you create and 
manage image libraries.  
Organize your files into 
groups and categories.  
Move videos from one 
group to another just by dragging your mouse.  Of course, 
if you want the classic MiDAS look and feel, just hide the 
drag-and-drop thumbnail panels. Visually navigate video 
file directories using the MiDAS OS Video Explorer.  Each 
video, and any accompanying data, is conveniently 
displayed in thumbnail size with its own play controls.

MiDAS Video Trigger
Triggering is the key to capturing any transient 
high-speed event, whether a production failure or 
a fracture propagation or a batter hitting a ball. The 
innovative and easy to use MiDAS Video Trigger will 
automatically trigger your cameras whenever there is a 
change in the scene.  Just set up the camera and let it 
record – when you come back, the event will be captured 
and waiting.  

The Features of MiDAS OS Software

Add Power and Performance to your High-Speed Cameras

The  MiDAS tabbed control panel interface 
simplifies  switching between Record and Playback.



Flexible Auto-Recording
MiDAS was the first software to perform automatic 
image download.  Now, MiDAS OS incorporates the 
next generation - Auto-Recording. Record on schedules, 
automatically turn cameras on/off based on trigger 
events, create long time-lapse recordings with auto-burst, 
incorporate sleep timers, and more.  And, of course, you 
can still use the auto-download feature. 

Measure velocity and distance on site
With MiDAS OS, make 
quick measurements  
of distance, position 
and velocity using the 
innovative Calipers  
feature. Measurements 
are shown directly on 
your image and can be 
exported to Excel or 
ProAnalyst for further 
analysis.

Synchronize Video with Data
The OS/Data edition adds the heralded Xcitex Waveform 
per Frame™ technology to acquire synchronized data  
from sensors and gauges to your video. While 
video provides a visual description of movement, 
instrumentation data provides more detailed quantitative 
information of a variety of physical properties. Data 
sensors can measure attributes that cameras cannot see  – 
air pressure, current, temperature, voltage, strain, torque, 
etc.  Capturing video and data together can yield greater 
insight into experimental results than video alone.

Synchronize multiple cameras together
Phase lock multiple cameras together to facilitate 3-D 
acquisition or use in production environments. Phase 
locking starts and stops each camera in the chain at the 
exact same time so that each frame is perfectly aligned.

3-D Acquisition Wizard
For users who want to analyze objects in 3-D using 
ProAnalyst, MiDAS OS includes a wizard that simplifies 
the calibration and capture process, then exports the 
project to ProAnalyst.

MiDAS Notes
An integrated notebook saves user notes with each file 
for easy reference and future file sorting. 

Add Power and Performance to your High-Speed Cameras
Upgrade to MiDAS OS, and convert your cameras 
into a full-featured measurement system: 
•   Perform all your recordings with one software integrated package
•   Gain instant access to recorded video in camera memory
•   Let your event trigger your cameras itself
•   Manage and organize all your video files easily
•   Automate your recording process
•   Perform onsite measurements on your video
•   Synchronize multiple cameras together

Synchronize video 
and data with the 
OS/Data edition 
and  a Data 
Acquisition Kit



MiDAS 
OS/Data

MiDAS 
OS

MiDAS 
Express

DEVICE CONTROL

Camera control (video only) multiple multiple single
DAQ control (data only) 

Synchronized video and data 

FILE MANAGEMENT and ORGANIZATION

Project-based file management  

Video Explorer  

MiDAS Notes  

Playlists  

TRIGGERING MODES

Variable record on trigger   

Intelligent video trigger  

Intelligent data trigger 

AUTOMATION

Automatic download after recording complete  

Six Auto-Record Modes  

Circular “always on” recording  

UTILITIES

Lens calculator  

Hardware Connection Assistant  

3-D Capture Wizard  

MOTION MEASUREMENT at the CAMERA

Export measurements to Excel or Matlab  

On-screen measurement calipers unlimited unlimited one

Editions
MiDAS OS
Record video with multiple synchronized 
cameras in a single integrated application.  
MiDAS OS is the ideal upgrade for users 
who were supplied simplified or basic 
camera control software by their camera 
manufacturers, but who require more 
power and a broader feature set. 

MiDAS OS/Data
Start with all the features of MiDAS OS.  
Add the ability to synchronize data and 
video using the heralded Xcitex Waveform 
per Frame™ technology.  Just add a MiDAS 
Data Acquisition Kit based on your data 
collection needs.

For more information on MiDAS OS 
and purchase options, visit  www.xcitex.com
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For a complete 
list of features, 
supported cameras, 
and supported data 
hardware, visit us 
at www.xcitex.com


